
Rainwise ---
Choose Australia’s 
Best Pools
 Find your dream pool



Creating amazing 
experiences for 
over 15 years
Rainwise is Melbourne’s premium pool authority, with high 
quality pool builds and products adding timeless value to 
properties across the State. With our dedication to excellent 
craftsmanship and sustainability practices, we’re leading the 
way with innovative pool design across Melbourne and Geelong.

As registered members of SPASA, the Master Builders Association of 
Victoria and approved Davey Master Dealers, we pride ourselves on 
being among the most versatile in the business. Rainwise prioritises 
a responsible attitude to product selection and installation on a case 
by case basis, ensuring our clients are not only provided with the best 
outcome for their needs, but one that remains eco-conscious as well. 
Our pools even minimise maintenance costs through reduced chemical, 
energy and water use.

Rainwise is proud to offer end-to-end water solutions, providing the 
complete package for builders, developers, families and homeowners 
looking to add a high quaility pool into their space.

SPASA VICTORIA

Awards of Excellence



ULTIMATE RANGE
At Rainwise, we offer the most extensive range of pools  
in Melbourne, allowing you to find the perfect pool for 
your need, backyard size and budget.

ULTIMATE QUALITY
Our pool options are of the highest quality on the market 
and have been engineered to last a lifetime while ensuring 
they exceed Australian Standards. 

ULTIMATE CUSTOMISATION
We are a concept to completion builder and offer the 
ultimate options & customisation. From selecting the 
perfect pool for your family, installation right through  
to landscaping, we offer start to finish services.



Australian Made Pools, 
Built to Last 
The never-ending Summertime

Available Colours 

AUSTRALIAN MADE & OWNED 
Summertime Pools are Australian, 
through and through. All of their 

swimming pools are designed and 
manufactured in Victoria, Australia. 
They are proud to not only support 
but lead the local manufacturing of 
swimming pools, creating jobs for 

fellow Australians and allowing them  
to tightly control quality.

 

100 YEAR  
STRUCTURAL WARRANTY 

At Summertime Pools they believe in 
backing the quality of their products 
to stand the test of time, even in the 
harsh Australian environment. That 
is why they offer their pools with an 

unmatched, industry leading 100 
Year Structural Warranty, giving you 

complete peace of mind that your pool 
will outlast all others on the market.

HIGH QUALITY  
FIBERGLASS POOLS 

They understand that a swimming pool, 
for any family, is a large investment. 

That is why they want to ensure you are 
able to enjoy your pool for a lifetime. 
With that focus in mind, they employ 

only the highest quality fibreglass and 
component within their products.

Quintessentially Australian, Summertime Pools are 100% Australian made and manufactured.  
The high-quality range of fibreglass pools are made to last, easy to maintain and backed by their 
industry leading 100 Year Structural Warranty. Designed to suit all types of Australian backyards, 
Summertime Pools are designed to enhance your lifestyle at home. Live the summertime dream  
all year round with Summertime Pools.

Island  
Sands

Blue  
Surf

Aurora

Mid Blue

Cobalt  
Blue

Liquid  
Blue

Sapphire 
Blue

Marine  
Blue

SHIMMER COLOUR RANGE

Bermuda 
Blue

Tropical Twilight

Galaxy  
Blue

GLISTEN COLOUR RANGE

Titaniam 
Grey

Alpine  
White

Sparkling 
Grey

Designed with four formed steps allowing an 
effortless central entry point and open swim 
area, it makes the perfect compliment for a  
fun and active way of life.
Engineered with a flat bottom, the Hydro  
allows an easy, cost-effective install while  
having a compact and slim profile allowing it  
to suit a range of contemporary backyard sizes.

HYDRO
Waterline: 4.6m (L)   2.5m (W)   1.5m (D) 
Shell:   4.96m (L)   2.74m (W)  1.5m (D)

5m HYDRO 
Also available:

6m HYDRO - 5.96 x 2.74m 
7m HYDRO - 6.96 x 2.74m



The ideal solution for smaller backyards, the 
Summertime Pools Hudson range packs a lot 
of performance into a compact design. Perfect 
for alfresco living by the pool, the Hudson 
blends the ideal mix of space and style. 
The steps and seating are integrated at one 
end, leaving ample space for a dip and splash 
in the body of the pool. 

Mixing performance and entertainment, the 
Summertime Pools Taigen is the ideal all-rounder 
for the active family. Boasting two sizes, a  
mid-range 5m and a large 9m, each Taigen  
has a little bit of something for everyone. 
Anchored by a long bench seat down one side, 
this pool has plenty of room to sit back and relax, 
a thoughtfully configured cluster of steps makes 
access a breeze. 

With modern backyard sizes shrinking, the 
Summertime Pools Lozza range is designed  
to meet the contemporary family’s needs. 
Sleek yet sophisticated, the Lozza is a  
must for alfresco style spaces. Designed  
to maximise available space and enhance  
the ambience, this pool fits perfectly into  
any space.  

Open, spacious and luxurious, the Corbree  
has ample room for both leisure and fitness. 
The side step and seating configuration ensure 
that the main pool body is left open for large 
groups to splash about together or laps to be 
swum by the avid swimmer. 
With versatility in mind, this range is offered  
in 4 sizes to suit backyards of every size.

Designed specifically to maximise the space 
available for water fun and fitness the Mishadel 
boasts a vast, open swim space ideal for 
swimming laps or splashing with family  
and friends. 
With its straight, classic lines the Mishadel 
incorporates discrete step configurations, 
accentuating the openness of the pool. Simple 
and sleek, the Mishadel will complement  
any backyard.

HUDSON

TAIGEN

LOZZA

CORBREE

MISHADEL

Waterline: 4m (L)   2.5m (W)   1.1m - 1.6m (D)
Shell:  4.3m (L)   2.8m (W)   1.29m - 1.65m (D)

Waterline: 5m (L)   2.22m (W)  1.12m - 1.65m (D) 
Shell:  5.3m (L)   2.52m (W)   1.22m - 1.75m (D)

Waterline: 5.99m (L)   2.5m (W)   1.1m - 1.8m (D)
Shell:   6.29m (L)   3.29m (W)  1.2m - 1.9m (D)

Waterline: 5.95m (L)   2.6m (W)   1.15m - 1.79m (D)
External:  6.25m (L)   3.4m (W)   1.25m - 1.86m (D)

Waterline: 6.8m (L)   2.5m (W)   1.05m - 1.73m (D)
Shell:   7.1m (L)   2.8m (W)   1.18m - 1.82m (D)

5m TAIGEN
Also available:

9m TAIGEN - 9.3 x 3.5m

6.3 x 3.3m LOZZA 
(Narrow)

Also available:
6.3 x 2.8m LOZZA

6m CORBREE
Also available:

7m CORBREE - 7.1 x 4.2m 
8m CORBREE - 8.2 x 4.6m  

10m CORBREE - 10.3 x 4.6m 

7m MISHADEL (Narrow) 
Also available:

7.1m MISHADEL - 7.1 x 2.5m 
8m MISHADEL - 8.3 x 3.5m  
9m MISHADEL - 9.3 x 4.5m 

4m HUDSON 
(Rectangle)



Available Colours

Royal  
Culture

Royal Blue 
Crystal 
Granite

Royal  
Sequins

Conquest 
Blue Crystal 

Granite

Bermuda 
Culture

Bermuda 
Sequins

Conquest Range
Manufacturing fibreglass pools  
in Victoria for nearly 50 years
Conquest Pools have been experts in the fibreglass industry for over 50 years’, a leading Victorian 
manufacturer and authority in quality pools. Backing up their craftsmanship with a 25 year structural 
warranty, our work with Conquest since 2014 has proven they build pools made to last with 
outstanding service and quality. Their range boasts over 50 different styles, sizes and colours so 
you can find your perfect fit, and you can shop with peace of mind knowing that you’re supporting 
Victorian jobs. 

We know that pools don’t come in “one size fits all”, and pride ourselves on sourcing wide ranges 
of pool styles and sizes from multiple manufacturers for your selection. Rainwise uses expertise and 
careful consideration to handpick the best-of-the-best pool shells for our clients, and we now proudly 
showcase one of the largest ranges of fibreglass pools in Victoria. Having installed nearly 1,000 pool 
shells from Conquest Pools, we’re excited to present to you their newest range.

Ocean Blue 
Crystal 
Granite

Nite Blue 
Crystal 
Granite

Lagoon 
Blue Crystal 

Granite

Nite Blue 
Sequins

Nite Blue 
Culture

Lagoon 
Sequins

Lagoon 
Culture

Coral Blue 
Crystal 
Granite

Coral Blue 
Sequins

Coral Blue 
Culture

Jadestone 
Sequins

Marble Grey 
Crystal 
Granite

Dusky Blue 
Crystal 
Granite

Jadestone 
Culture

Pebble Sand 
Sequins

Pebble Sand 
Culture

Bluestone 
Sequins

Bluestone 
Culture

Hawaiian 
Sequins

Orbit  
Sequins

Orbit  
Culture

Hawaiian 
Culture

Pearl Shell 
Premium 
Colour

Sandstone 
Shimmer 
Sequins

Aquamarine 
Sequins

Smokey 
Crystal 
Granite

*All our Conquest Range are displayed using inside waterline measurements and have a shallow end depth of 1.2m.



THE FLINDERS

One of our most popular pools, the Maradona is modern yet timeless. 
Featuring straight lines and right angle corners & step area. With a 
generous 4.1m width and ranging in length from 8m to 12m its perfect  
for larger spaces.

The 6m x 3.2m Paroo is  our most popular smaller pool design. Perfect for 
smaller blocks while still being feature packed. The extra large side step 
provides both access and a perfect seating area. (the optional  addition of 
Spa Jets to the seating area is particularly popular with this design).

THE MARADONA

THE EDEN

8 X 3.7m  
Depth 1.746m

Also available in:  
9 x 3.7m Depth 1.82m 
10 x 3.7m Depth 1.894m
11 x 3.7m Depth 1.968m
12.5 x 3.7m Depth 2.079m
14 x 3.7m Depth 2.190m

The newest pool in the Conquest range this pool is HUGE ranging in 
length from 8m to 14m and boasting  an uninterrupted swim corridor,  
a full length seat area and a wading deck area it is a pool that really  
has something for everyone.

8 X 4.1m  
Depth 1.765m

Also available in:  
9 x 4.1m Depth 1.84m
10.5 x 4.1m Depth 1.97m
12 x 4.1m Depth 2.10m

THE PAROO

6 X 3.2m  
Depth 1.615m

The flinders comes in a 7m and 8m option, it offers all the benefits 
of the Maradona , but with a width of just 3.6m it provides a big pool 
option for those with limited space.

7 X 3.6m  
Depth 1.69m

THE MACQUARIE
This is an old school classic. With the elegant curved side step 
providing both seating and access this style of pool will never date. 
Available in both 9.5m & 10.5m its a big pool for a big yard.

9.5 X 4.3m  
Depth 1.875m

Also available in:  
10.5 x 4.3m Depth 1.91m
Also available in:  
10.5 x 4.3m Depth 1.91m

Also available in:  
8 x 3.6m Depth 1.765m



THE FRANKLIN 

The Montague comes in both a 8m and a 9.5m option. Our only pool with 
a built in spa it really is the best of both worlds.

A truly traditional ageless pool style, the Conquest comes in 3  lengths, 
8m, 9m & 10.5 With the beautiful curved step area on each end it is the 
perfect addition to a classic Federation style home.

THE MONTAGUE

THE DIAMANTINA
At a whopping 13.5m in length and 5m wide this pool is MASSIVE! Suited 
to large blocks and rural properties.

THE CONQUEST

With 3 lengths 8m, 9m & 10m the 3.9m wide Franklin has multiple 
entry and exit points at both the shallow and deep end. The Franklin 
has radius corners and beautiful curved internal steps. 

THE RUBICON
This 7.5m kidney shaped pool features a curved, almost free form 
design perfect for creating a tropical resort feel.

8 X 3.23m  
Depth 1.73m

13.5 X 5m  
Depth 1.8m

8 X 4.1m  
Depth 1.6m

Also available in:  
9 X 4.1m Depth 1.65m
10.5 X 4.1m Depth 1.75m 

7.5 X 3.4m  
Depth 1.7m

8 X 3.9m  
Depth 1.82m

Also available in:  
9 X 3.9m Depth 1.82m
10 X 3.9m Depth 1.97m 

Also available in:  
9.5 x 3.23m Depth 1.96m



The ‘smaller brother’’ of  the Franklin, the Lachlan features the same  
configuration, radius corners and curved steps, it’s just narrower -  
coming in at 3.4 in width it’s an option for those who have less space. THE LACHLAN

THE DARLING

With a waterline width of 2.8m the Darling provides an option for those 
with a narrow area for their pool. The radius corners and curved entry  
and exit steps at both the deep and shallow end give this pool a soft 
and inviting look. In 6m, 7m, & 8m its a popular choice.

THE SAXBY 

THE TORRENS
The only Flat Bottom Pool in the Conquest range, the Torrens at 1.32 
deep provides an ideal plunge pool for a courtyard space.

“Rainwise uses expertise and careful consideration 
to handpick the best-of-the-best pool shells for  

our clients”

Also available in:  
8 x 3.4m Depth 1.875m

7 X 3.4m  
Depth 1.805m

6 X 2.8m  
Depth 1.730m

Also available in:  
7 x 2.8m Depth 1.805m
8 x 2.8m Depth 1.875m

The Saxby comes in 4m & 5m and is perfect for those with limited  
space. At just 2.8 wide it’s a great fit in many side yards and courtyards.  
With a large clear space at the deep end wall it’s also the perfect pool  
to add optional swim jets making this small pool perfect for both  
exercise and enjoyment.  

4 X 2.8m  
Depth 1.58m

Also available in:  
5 x 2.8m Depth 1.65m

4 X 2.8m  
Depth 1.32m



Want a little more out of your backyard pool experience? 
The Sophia comes with a built-in spa for the ultimate in pool 
indulgence, so you can get the best of both worlds.

5.9 X 2.3m  
Depth 1.2m

SOPHIA

The Jodie is the perfect option for families with a smaller backyard. 
Modern, sleek and compact, the Jody is a luxury lifestyle pool 
designed for fun and relaxation. 

Also available in:  
4.8 x 3m Depth 1.2m 
3.2 x 3m Depth 1.2m
2.6 x 3m Depth 1.2m

5.4 X 3m  
Depth 1.2m

JODIE

Miami Range 
Making pools a possibility for everyone
Based out of St Marys in NSW, Miami Pools is a family owned business that has been designing and 
manufacturing fibreglass pools for nearly 50 years. Offering a huge range of pools and providing a 30 
year warranty, structural integrity and true reliability are part of the Miami package. Their city pools 
are ideal as plunge pools for small courtyards and tight sites, meaning even the most unlikely of pool 
candidates can enjoy a relaxing swim.

Here at Rainwise we’ve chosen what we recognise as the best selection of small pools from the Miami 
Range. As our key supplier for our range of city pools, Miami pools can be both in-ground or free standing, 
and are packed with a range of optional extras like spa jets for ultimate indulgence. With both flat bottom 
and sloping/deep end options, the Miami range of small pools is a versatile and exciting alternative. 

Coming in three different sizes, the Tania features a subtle corner 
step entry and is a simple, timeless design for backyards that don’t 
need extra decoration.

Also available in:  
5 x 2.5m Depth 1.3m  
4 x 2.5m Depth 1.3m

6 X 2.5m  
Depth 1.3m

TANIA

Available Colours

Island Blue 
Shimmer

Standard 
Ocean Blue

Miami Green 
Shimmer

Miami Blue 
Shimmer

Miami Sand  
Shimmer

Crystal 
Blue Shimmer



The Rebecca is an ideal family pool, featuring a shallow-to-deep 
incline for children still learning pool safety. Available in an incredible 
five different sizes, there’s a Rebecca for every family backyard.

The Nicole is an ideal plug-and-play pool, great for narrow backyards 
at a 2.3m width. For those who enjoy lounging in the pool, the 
generous steps provide the perfect spot to perch during sunny days 
with a drink in hand.

Available in four different sizes, the Tuscany is a classic and sleek 
design. With its modern lines and large steps for easy access to the 
open swimming space, the Tuscany is a luxe lifestyle pool.

Keep is simple and straightforward with the Zoe - available in one 
of five sizes, the Zoe is the closest to a square shape out of all 
our designs and is fantastic for large, open spaces that are just 
begging for a new pool to be installed.

As the even narrower sister to the Nicole, the Natalie is ideal for 
those who may not have the widest backyards but aren’t ready to 
compromise on luxury and ultimate relaxation either.

6 X 2m  
Depth 1.3 - 1.89m

Also available in:  
6 x 2.5m Depth 1.3 - 1.89m 
6 x 3.2m Depth 1.3 - 1.89m 
5 x 2.5m Depth 1.3 - 1.78m 
4 x 2.5m Depth 1.3 - 1.64m  

8.3 X 3m  
Depth 1.2m

Also available in:  
5.3 x 3m Depth 1.2m 
3.9 x 3m Depth 1.2m 
3.3 x 3m Depth 1.2m

5.4 X 3m  
Depth 1.2m

Also available in:  
4.8 x 3m Depth 1.2m 
3.2 x 3m Depth 1.2m 
2.6 x 3m Depth 1.2m  
3.2 x 1.9m Depth 1.2m

5.36 X 1.9m  
Depth 1.2m

NATALIE

ZOE

TUSCANY

NICOLE

REBECCA

5.36 X 2.3m  
Depth 1.2m



Multi-Award  
Winning Pools  
With our 15 years of industry experience,  
Rainwise has nailed down all the best  
practices for pool products and installation.  
Our state-of-the-art Pool Selection Centre  
is equipped to help create your masterpiece.

The Best Service
Our end-to-end service means that 
Rainwise is with you from the moment 
you decide you want to explore your pool 
options, to the many years of enjoyment 
after your pool has been installed.  
 
As well as pool building we also offer 
products for maintenance and cleaning,  
as well as expertise and installation on 
pumps and tanks.

Quality 
Installation
After you visit our purpose built Pool 
Product Selection Center, and have picked 
your perfect pool with customised options 
fit for your style. You can sit back, relax, 
and we will take care of the rest.

At Rainwise we are licenced pool builders 
that do it all, from install planning, permits 
right through to construction. We take care 
of every step to transform your backyard 
into your own paradise.

Ultimate Safety
When it comes to pool safety, Rainwise 
knows there’s no compromising or 
shortcuts. All of our pools are installed with 
child safety ledges, and we can provide 
installation of child proof fencing as well.
We always recommend teaching your 
young ones about pool safety and 
providing constant supervision to ensure 
the entire family can safely enjoy your new 
Rainwise pool.

Enhance Your 
Experience
We have a huge range of optional extras 
and accessories to enhance your pool 
experience, such as:

• Robotic cleaners
• Swim jets
• Spa jets
• Solar heating
• Coping pavers
• Electric heat pumps
• Paving
• Fencing
• Underground pool 

blankets
• Wet decks

• Water neutral pools
• Water features
• Gas heating
• LED coloured lights
• Solar blankets
• Energy efficient 

pumps
• Plus many more!



Design Your Dream Pool  
Start Planning 

1. Mark out your property on the above grid 
to show how much distance is available 
between dwellings and boundaries

2. Try to allow at least 1.2m between  
your new pool location to boundaries  
and dwellings

3. Check if there are any easements on your 
property and note them on the above plan 
(Note: You can find information on your 
property at www.landata.vic.gov.au)

4. Remember to include your safety barrier 
on your plan (Note: For more info on pool 
fencing visit spasavic.com.au)

5. Did you know Rainwise can have you 
swimming in your brand new pool in as  
few as 7 days? Call us today on 9354 9666 
or 1800-RAINWISE for more information.

DATE: 

CLIENT:

SITE FOR PROJECT:

How to use our Pool Planner

NOTES/QUESTIONS:



1113/1123 Sydney Rd, Coburg North VIC 3058 
1800RAINWISE  /  info@rainwise.com.au
www.rainwisepoolsmelbourne.com.au

If our extensive range of fibreglass pools fails to catch your fancy,  
we can also provide custom-made concrete pools. At Rainwise Pools,  
we are licenced concrete pool builders and give you the option to bring  
your dream pool to life.


